The concept of Transfer Learning frequently rises when one has already acquired a general-purpose classifier (e.g. human hand-writing recognizer) and want to enhance it on a similar but slightly different task (John's hand-writing recognition). In this paper, we focus on a "lazy" setting where an accurate general purpose probabilistic classifier is already given and the transfer algorithm is executed afterwards. We propose a novel methodology to estimate the class-posterior ratio using a sparse parametric model. The new classifier therefore is obtained by multiplying the existing classifier with the approximated posterior ratio. We show the proposed method can achieve promising results through numerical and real-world experiments of text corpus and hand-writing digits classification.
Introduction
Supervised learning is to learn a classifier to predict the label information Y from the input feature X. In many supervised learning applications, it is expected that the testing samples have slightly different patterns from the training samples. For example, a hand-writing recognition system is trained using dataset generated from a number of volunteers who have "regular writing style", while the final product is deployed to recognize a specific user who may have special personal writing habit due to a different cultural background.
Specifically, we have a general-purpose task T Q and a large scale database D Q that is drawn from distribution Q while the target task T P and dataset D P is drawn from another distribution P . Target-specific information in P is not reflected in the classifier trained from D Q . The transfer learning [9, 11, 4] usually refers to procedures that make use of the similarity between two learning tasks to build a superior classifier using both datasets D P and D Q . In discriminative learning, such as logistic regression [2] , the classifier is the class posterior p(y|x), which is the conditional probability of class label given input feature. In this work, we focus on such probabilistic classification setting.
Since two learning tasks are similar and we may not have enough labelled samples in D P , the key focus of transfer learning is to "reuse" information as much as possible from the general-purpose learning task. A natural idea is to "borrow" informative samples from the D Q , while get rid of samples that are harmful. TrAdaBoost [3] follows this exact learning strategy to assign weights to samples from both D P and D Q . By assigning high weights to samples contributes to the performance in the target task, and penalizing samples that "misleads" the classifier, TrAdaBoost reuses the knowledges from both datasets to construct an accurate classifier on the target task. The idea of importance sampling also gives rise to another set of methods to learn weights of samples by using density ratio estimation [13, 7] . Using unlabelled samples from both datasets, an importance weighting function can be learned. By plugging such function into the empirical risk minimization criterion [14] , we can use samples from the D Q as if they were samples from D P .
Another line of research follows the strategy of reusing the "model", since if two tasks are similar, they must have similar parametric forms. As a result of this assumption, the learning algorithm must learn two models from two sets of data simultaneously. Regularization has been utilized to enforce the closeness between learned parameters [4] . More complicated structures, such as dependencies between task parameters are also used to construct a good classifier [11] .
However, such setting faces a challenge in practice: the need of transfer may happen after the general-purpose classifier has already been built on a massive dataset using complex models (such as deep neural networks [6] ) and one would like to avoid re-training a model on the general-purpose data since it may be costly. For example, one may have trained a hand-writing recognition system and would like to adapt such system to a small group of customers who have different writing habit. It would be ideal that we can come up with a rapid transfer learning algorithm directly built on the legacy classifier as a "patch". We refer such strategy as the "Lazy Transfer Learning".
More specifically, the lazy transfer learning consists of two separated stages: the generalpurpose classifier learning and the target classifier transferring. The first stage provides an accurate classifier while the second stage is a light-weight algorithm "translates" the learned model on general-purpose dataset to a new model on target datasets. Obviously, the first learning stage is computationally intensive, since it involves a large (general-purpose) dataset and sophisticated modeling. The key to the success of such lazy approach is we only model the "difference" between two models in the second stage, and such "difference" may be considered as minor since we assume two tasks are similar. Therefore, rather than handling two complicated models, (see Figure 1 (a)), we may handle a much simpler and easy-to-learn model in the second stage of learning, as long as it captures the "change of patterns". Especially if such model contains less number of parameters, we may just need a few samples to train. (see Figure 1(b) ). This is crucial since we can afford spending time on building a sophisticated model while developing a Machine Learning software, however, once the software has been shipped to end users, we hope the learning software can be adapted very efficiently on any learning-enabled devices, such as mobile phones or tablets. The key idea is simple: if a general-purpose probabilistic classifier H has already been trained and available, we should turn to learn the posterior ratio, i.e., the ratio of conditional class posterior probabilities between P and Q then multiply it with the classifier H to obtain a new "composite classifier". Such transferring step is completely independent from the learning of H, i.e., the classifier H is totally "invisible" to us, but still makes contribution in the final classification. One may keep updating H at any time of need independently, and we later show that reducing the error of H lowers the upper-bound of error given by such composite classifier.
The main contribution of this paper is that, we propose an algorithm for the later stage of transferring, and show it can be computed very efficiently using simple parametric models and convex optimization. We also conduct theoretical analysis showing this method is consistent. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the problem setting, followed by the motivation and the methodology in Section 3. The algorithm of learning the class-posterior ratio is given in Section 4. We prove the consistency of our posterior estimator in Section 5. Experimental results are shown in Section 6, and finally we conclude our work in Section 7.
Problem Setting
In this paper, we handle two sets of data: One is called general-purpose dataset
∼ Q, where Q 1 is a joint distribution, y ∈ {1, · · · , k}, and
Another target dataset is also provided:
∼ P where we believe that the posterior function p(y|x) in P is "similar" to q(y|x) in Q. However, n n .
Our target is to learn an estimatep(y|x) of class-posterior and the predicted class is given byŷ = argmax yp (y|x).
Clearly, if n is large enough, one may apply conventional Machine Learning algorithms to obtain a good estimate. In this paper, we focus on a scenario where n is relatively small and n is sufficiently large. Thus, it is desirable if we can transfer information from a related task (T Q ) to boost the performance of our target classifier.
Different from previous settings, we focus on a lazy transfer setting: We wish to prepare a pre-trained classifier and defer the transferring to a later stage so that the transferring algorithm does not have to handle complex models and large amount of data. As it is mentioned in Section 1, such setting may find many applications which require rapid transfer after seeing data for T P . In the next section, we illustrate the detailed methodology.
Lazy Transfer Modeling
At a glance, this problem setting is absurd, since if the target is to learn a posterior p(y|x), we should directly go for it, rather than using a two-step procedure, as it is against the wellknow Clearly, one should learn a classifier for T P directly if enough samples are available, since Vapnik's principle [14] states:
When solving a problem of interest, do not solve a more general problem as an intermediate step.
However, we show that in the case of transfer learning, violating this principle may allow us use extra information provided by another dataset D Q . The key idea lies with posterior decomposition.
Posterior Decomposition
Recall, the discriminative learning aims to learn a posterior p(y|x) of a joint distribution P . Note that the posterior can be decomposed into
where
is the class posterior ratio, and the q(y|x) is a general-purpose classifier. This problem formulation leads to a simple transfer learning methodology: Model and learn the posterior ratio and general-purpose classifier separately, then later multiply them together as an estimate of the posterior .
Specifically, we use the parametric models g(y, x; θ) for the class posterior ratio and h(y, x; β) for the posterior q(y|x). The main interest of this paper is to propose an efficient way of learning such composite model using samples from D P and D Q .
Kullback-Leibler Divergence Minimization
A natural way of learning such a model is to minimize the Kullback-leibler (KL) [8] divergence between the true posterior and our composite model. Here we first review the definition of conditional KL divergence:
We denote P f as the short hand of the integral/sum of a function f over a probability distribution P on its domain. Now, we proceed to obtain the following upper-bound of KL divergence from p to the composite model:
then we have
Proof.
where C is a constant that is irrelevant to θ or β.
We may minimize the empirical upper-bound (3) of KL divergence in order to obtain estimates of θ and β. K is an unknown constant (introduced in (2)) that illustrates the how dissimilar these two tasks are. Such upper-bound in (1) formalizes the common intuition that "if two tasks are similar, transfer learning should be easy, " since the more similar two tasks are, the smaller the K is, and the tighter the bound is.
Note that the minimizing (3) leads to two separate maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The MLE of the second likelihood term of bound (3)
q ; β leads to a conventional MLE of a posterior model, and has been well studied. h can be efficiently modeled and trained using techniques such as logistic regression [2, 16] . As state before, we consider it is already given. However, maximizing the first likelihood term, a posterior ratioθ
is novel and is the key focus of this paper. In the next section, we show the modelling and learning of the posterior ratio is feasible and computationally efficient.
Posterior Ratio Model
Generally speaking, there is no unique way of modelling the posterior ratio, for example, we can either use the log-linear model:
, where f is a vector-valued feature transform function. However, one thing that we should note is, since we are minimizing the KL divergence between p(y|x) and g(y, x; θ)q(y|x), we need to make sure that g(y, x; θ)q(y|x) is a valid conditional probability, i.e., : y q(y|x) g θ (y, x; θ) = 1. For example, a self-normalizing log-linear model, should be written as the following form:
where N (x; θ) is defined as
However, we cannot directly evaluate the output value of this model, since we do not have access to q(y|x). Therefore, we can only use samples from D Q to approximate the normalization term. The detailed technique will be introduced in the next section.
Estimating Posterior Ratio
Now we introduce the estimator of the class-posterior ratio p(y|x)/q(y|x). In this section, we focus on the log-linear model introduced in (5) . Let us substitute the model of (5) 
:
The normalization term needs to be evaluated in a pointwise fashion N θ, x
Note that if we have sufficient observations paired with each x
such normalization can be approximated efficiently via sample average:
However, in practice not many observed samples may be paired with
Especially when x is in a continuous domain, we may not observe any paired samples y q ∼ Q Y |X=x Figure 1) . We may consider using the neighbouring pairs y
p ), which naturally leads to the idea of k-nearest neighbours (k-NN) estimation of such quantity:
q is one of the k-NNs of x (i) p
. The resulting optimization iŝ
which is convex. Moreover, in this work, we assume that posteriors are similar, so they may share many feature functions. The resulting posterior ratio may be sparse in classification features. Therefore, in this paper, we use a sparsity inducing norm together with the main objective function to obtain a sparse solution:
where the λ is a regularization term and can be chosen via likelihood cross-validation.
Consistency of the Estimator
First, let's review and define a few notations. The posterior ratio model and its approximation using k-NN is defined as:
where N n ,k (x; θ) is the k-NN estimation of N (x; θ). Moreover, we define the estimated and true parameter as:
where P n is the empirical measure of distribution P .
Assumption 1 (Bounded Posterior Ratio Model).
There exists M max > 1, so that θ f (y, x) ≤ log(M max ). Moreover, θ is in a totally bounded metric space and f ∞ ≤ C where 0 < C < ∞.
As an important consequence, exp θ f (y, x) , N (x; θ) and N n ,k (x; θ) ∈ 1 Mmax , M max , and therefore, the posterior ratio model is always bounded by constants. It is a reasonable assumption as the posterior ratio measures the "differences" between two tasks, the true posterior ratio must be close to one if two tasks are similar.
The support between P and Q must overlap. If samples in D P distribute completely differently from those in D Q , it does not make sense to expect the transfer learning method would work well.
Assumption 3 (Identifiability). θ * is the unique global maximizer of the population objective function P log g(y, x; θ), i.e. for all > 0, sup θ, θ−θ * ≥ P log g(y, x; θ) < P log g(y, x; θ * ).
Then we have the following theorem that states our posterior ratio estimator is consistent. Theorem 1. Suppose for each x, the random variable X − x is absolutely continuous. If n → ∞, n → ∞, k n / log n → ∞ and k n /n → 0, where k n is the sample dependent version of k, the number of nearest neighbors used in k-NN approximation. Then under above assumptions,θ
The proof relies on the following lemma:
Lemma 1. Under all assumptions stated above, if n → ∞, n → ∞, k n / log n → ∞ and k n /n → 0. Then sup θ [P n log g n (y, x; θ) − P log g(y, x; θ)] p → 0, i.e. the error caused by approximating objective using samples converges to 0 uniformly in probability.
One of the key steps in the proof is to decompose the above empirical approximation error of the objective function into: approximation error caused by using samples from P + modelling error caused by k-NN using samples from Q. It can be observed that the bound of density ratio R max also contributes to the error. The complete proof is included in the appendix.
Experiments
After obtaining theθ for the posterior ratio, the class posterior probability of the target task T P can estimated via a simple multiplication:p(y|x) = g(y, x;θ) · h(y, x;β) whereβ is th parameter of a probabilistic classifier. In the following experiments, we use logistic regression to obtainβ, though in practice, one may use many other alternatives to obtain a probabilistic classifier, such as [12] .
Numerical Experiments
The first experiment examines the convergence of our estimator of conditional KL divergence i.e. the estimated parameterθ → θ * when number of samples increases. If the model is identifiable, then
The first experiment is designed to illustrate such property with a parametric model. We draw two classes of samples from two Gaussian distributions with different means for P and Q. Specifically, for y = {−1, 1}, we construct P and Q as follows: q(x|1) = N (2, 1), q(x| − 1) = N (−2, 1), p(x|1) = N (1.5, 1), p(x| − 1) = N (−1.5, 1), y(1) = .5, y(−1) = .5
We draw 5k samples from distribution Q as D Q . Also we draw samples from P as D P , and train a posterior ratio g(y, x;θ), where the feature function f is defined as f (x, y) := 
(c) Dataset for Probabalistic Classification. Non-zero Gaussian Kernels (e) True posterior ratio and the estimated ratio. Non-zero Gaussian centers are also plotted in Green, weighted by estimated parameter values. Hold-out LIkelihood As a comparison, we draw 50k samples from Q, and rerun the estimation for posterior ratio for different n once more. The averaged plot is shown in Figure 2(b) in red. The result shows, our estimator does converge to the true KL divergence, and the estimation error shrinks as n → ∞. Increasing n also helps in improving the convergence (comparing the blue error bar with the red error bar). However, such improvement is not as significant as increasing n.
Now we test the performance of Lazy Transfer Learning in probabilistic classification setting. From now on, we introduce two baseline methods: LogiP logistic regression on D P . LogiQ logistic regression on D Q . We construct P and Q as follows: We draw 10k samples from Q as D Q and k is chosen to minimize the 5-fold cross-validated MSE over D Q 2 . In this experiment, the samples from each class are drawn from a two-modal Gaussian mixture, and therefore, the previous feature function f would not work. For all three methods, we use a more flexible feature function:
, where f i is the i−th output of the vector-valued feature function f , x i is a preselected kernel center, σ is called the bandwidth of this kernel and δ is the indicator function. In this experiment, we use all x p ∈ D P as kernel centers for our posterior ratio estimator and LogiP. For LogiQ, we randomly select 100 x q ∈ D Q as kernel centers.
First, we show an example where n = 21, on Figure 2 (d). The predicted posterior p(1|x) via both Lazy Transfer Learning (red dotted line) and LogiP (gray dotted line) on dataset D P (without using information from D Q ) is illustrated. The learnedĥ(1, x) is shown in pink and the ground truth of p(y|x) is marked in black. It can be seen that the proposed Lazy Transfer Learning has generally learned a posterior function that is pretty close to the true function. In comparison, the posterior learned by logistic regression on D P fits poorly to the true posterior, due to insufficient number of samples. The sharp changes in posterior (see, e.g. from -2 to 2) indicate that the logistic regression was "tricked" to believe that there exists a sharp decision boundary between positive and negative samples. In fact, if plenty samples are observed, the posterior around that region should be smooth. Thanks to the information provided in D Q , the proposed method successfully recovers the correct shape of posterior function via Lazy Transfer Learning.
The learned posterior ratio of the positive class was shown in Figure 2 (e). The learned ratio is very close to 1 in most regions along the axis , since the "transfer" happens only within a very restricted region (i.e. two posteriors are similar). This explains the superiority of the proposed method: For the regions that two posteriors do not differ, insufficient number of samples does not harm the performance of the proposed method, since regularization tends to assign small values to the kernel centers corresponding to that region, and thus the learned posterior ratio is close to 1, which is the true value.
Finally, we compare the hold-out likelihood (HOLL) between the proposed method and the logistic regression in Figure 2(f) . The hold-out likelihood is computed over 5k testing samples drawn from P . Again, we vary the size of D P and plot the averaged HOLL over 25 runs. The result shows that the proposed method can always achieve a larger HOLL however the LogiP gradually catches up after more data D P is provided. This result also shows that the proposed method has very good performance even over small number of samples.
Real-world Data Experiments
In this section, we compare our method with two representative methods of different strategies: TrAdaBoost [3] is based on re-sampling technique, while Reg [4] assumes parametric similarity between tasks. The proposed method requires an estimator of q(y|x) which is again provided by LogiQ. We conduct experiments on two datasets:
20 Newsgroup: The first experiment is run on a text corpus collected from 20 news groups, where the task is classification. Features are built from bag-of-words data with tf-idf preprocessing. In order to create transferring task, we construct D Q by using "rec" category (including 5 sub categories) as negative samples, while choosing "sci.electronics", one of the sub-categories in "sci" as positive samples. Then we construct D P using another sub-category in "sci" as positive samples, and again sample the negative points from "rec" category. We set n = 1000 and plot the error rate against n. Number of positive and negative samples are balanced by construction in both datasets. MNIST Handwriting Digits: MNIST is a hand-writing digits dataset that includes vectorized features from grey-scale images where the task is to classify digits. We reduce dimensions of data by averaging the 16-adjacent non-overlapping elements in the vector resulting 49 dimensional vector. We construct D Q by using digit 0 as negative class, while using digit T 1 as positive class. For D P , we again use digit 0 as negative class, and a digit T 2 as positive class. In other words, D P and D Q are different only in positive samples, so we can consider two tasks are "similar" to each other. We set n = 10, 000 and plot the error rate against n.
Error rates with standard errors of 20 runs are reported in Figure 2 . All error rates drop as the size of D P increases. As to 20 newsgroup dataset (see Figure 2 (a), 2(b) and 2(c)), we can see that the proposed method always achieves the lower error rate than TrAdaboost and Reg, and significant improvement from LogiQ baseline. For the experiments of MNIST, we consider two settings. First, we set T 1 = 6 and T 2 = 8. Error rates are shown in Figure  2(d) . Again, the proposed method can achieve the lowest error rate as well as Reg. However, when we set T 1 = 3 and T 2 = 5 in Figure 2 (e), LogiP can achieve very low error rate. Noting that the simple logistic regression on D Q cannot provide an accurate estimate on task P (black dotted line), therefore, the power of "transferring" is very limited. Nonetheless, the proposed method can still achieve the similar performance as LogiP, while the performance of TrAdaboost cannot improve much from the baseline of LogiQ.
We increase the difficulty of tasks by classifying multiple digits (Figure 2(f) ). We use the Gaussian kernel model for g (as described in Section 6.1), while still using the linear LogiQ for learning h. Though it is unfair and very time-consuming to train, we allow Reg to use Gaussian kernel model on both tasks, since its regularization requires both posteriors p(y|x) and q(y|x) to have the same model. Result shows, our method can achieve the same performance as Reg where a more flexible model is used.
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we proposed a novel problem setting of transfer learning, namely "Lazy Transfer Learning", where a general-purpose probabilistic classifier has already been provided. An efficient method for learning the posterior ratio was illustrated and tested over multiple experiments. The result shows the proposed method can utilize the information from the general-purpose learning task to improve its performance on the target task. This work also opens room for future studies. For example, we have only considered the log-linear model under KL distance. In contrast, linear model with χ 2 −divergence [10] may be a more computationally attractive alternative. Also, except k−NN, other regression methods can also be used to approximate the normalization term. It is interesting to compare the performance between different choices.
Appendix, Proof for Lemma 1
Proof. First, we decompose supremum of the error: sup θ P n log g n (y, x; θ) − P log g(y, x; θ)
Error casued by emperical approximation of the likelihood using samples from P .
Modelling error caused by using k−NN
The first two terms are relatively easy to bound. The uniform law of large numbers can be applied to show the first two terms converges to 0 in probability, since i. θ is compact, ii. both θ f (y, x) and log N n are continuous over θ, iii. both above functions are Lipschitz continuous as we will show later. As to the third term, we need to use the following inequality: log a − log b ≤ To show the final line converges to 0 with probability one, we use the generic uniform law of large numbers: Theorem 1 (Generic Uniform Law of Large Numbers, see [1] Theorem 1.). For a random sequence {G n (θ), θ ∈ Θ, n ≥ 1}, if Θ is a totally bounded metric space, G n (θ) is stochastic equicontinous (SE) and |G n (θ)| p → 0, ∀θ, then sup θ G n (θ) p → 0 as n → ∞.
Since by assumption, θ is bounded. We now verify the rest two conditions of this theorem. The universal consistency of k−NN has been proved. Here we restate the results for our conveniences:
Theorem 2 (Universal consistency of KNN, see [5] , Theorem 23.8, 23.7). Given Z is bounded, assume that for each x, the random variable X − x is absolutely continuous, if k n / log n → ∞ and k n /n → 0, k n' −NN estimator is strongly universally consistent, i.e., dµ(x) → 0 with probability one, The last line converges to 0 in probability is proved in Lemma 1. Therefore, we can write:
Due to Assumption 3, for an arbitrary choice of 0 > 0, if θ * −θ ≥ 0 , there must be a > 0, so that M (θ * ) − M (θ) > . Therefore, we conclude Tuning Parameters in Posterior Ratio Estimation k in k-NN: As it is mentioned in Section 6.1, k is tuned via 5-fold cross validation, and is based on the testing criterion:
where D Hold−Out is a holdout dataset. However, such value depends on θ and it changes every iteration during the gradient decent. Instead of tuning k after each iteration, we follow a simple heuristics: 1) Fix k and run gradient descent. 2) choose a suitable k that minimizes (9). 1) and 2) are repeatedly carried out until converge. Such heuristics have good performance in experiments.
